Wool Sound Winter Hat
SKU: TEWOOLCAPBT

A black winter hat with integrated wireless earphones and microphone
A grey winter hat with integrated wireless earphones and microphone
A white winter hat with integrated wireless earphones and microphone
The Wool Sound is a soft, warm and stylish knitted hat with integral earphones designed to make your winters a little less harsh.
The built-in stereo headset is wireless: it guarantees a good sound quality without any wires to get in an annoying tangle.
Answer and end call keys and an integral microphone let you answer calls without having to hold your smartphone.
The headset also features buttons for playing, pausing and changing tracks.
With the Wool Sound hat, you no longer have to choose between warm ears or a good sound quality.
Once the stereo earphones are removed the hat is washable.
Features:
Wireless
Connection radius: 10m
Frequency response: 20Hz-20KHz
Charging time: about 2 hours
Listening time: about 4 hours
Sensitivity: 102 to 105 dB
Speaker Impedance: 32 Ohms
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Details
EAN: 8018417241062
Buttons: Answer/End call - Playback control
Speaker impedence: 32 Ohm
Operative range: 10 m
Listening to music: 4 hours
Technology: Wireless
Frequency response: 20 Hz - 20 KHz
Sensitivity: 102 - 105 dB
Recharging time: about 2 hours

Pack:
Height Pack: 220 mm.
Width Pack: 160 mm.
Depth Pack: 70 mm.
Weight Pack: 180 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6 / 1
Height Inner: 175 mm. / 225 mm.
Width Inner: 175 mm. / 225 mm.
Depth Inner: 330 mm.
Weight Inner: 1200 g. / 1000 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 1 / 48
Height Master: 475 mm. / 375 mm.
Width Master: 475 mm. / 375 mm.
Depth Master: 685 mm.
Weight Master: 10000 g.
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